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In Next Month’s Tramways Monthly...
Next month in Tramways Monthly we
plan to bring you a Leeds themed
pictorial, an article on the Feltham
tramcars and exclusive pictures of
Centenary Car breakdowns at this
year’s Illuminations. In addition we
will feature all the latest news and
views from tramways and light rail
systems all over the world!

Welcome…
This month marks another first for Tramways Monthly, with the
release of our first supplement which is based around the “So
Long, Starr Gate” tour that we ran with our friends at British Trams
Online earlier this month. You can download the supplement by
clicking here.
On the subject of our “So Long, Starr Gate” tour, i‟m delighted to
report that it was very much a success, and we have raised £200
for the Lancastrian Transport Trust‟s Blackpool Tramcar
Preservation Fund. If that‟s not enough, the tour, which ended
up using Blackpool Standard 147 instead of Fleetwood Box 40,
was also the very last tram to Starr Gate before it re-opens in
2012, running minutes behind the final service tram which was
Balloon 718. This was a complete change of plan as the tram
was originally scheduled to run to Depot after turning at Little
Bispham, when instead it ran to Starr Gate and headed to Depot
from there. As previously mentioned, more information on the
tour and photographs of it can be seen in our supplement.
We have also launched our new blog this month, and it can be
found at http://blog.tramways-monthly.com – keep an eye on it
over the next few weeks and months and always be the first to
hear news about Tramways Monthly, and also hear our opinions
on the latest news in the tramway world.
As ever, I very much hope that you enjoy the magazine, and all
comments – in particular about the new features we have
implemented – will be very welcome at info@tramwaysmonthly.com, as will any feature submissions.

Jack Gordon, 01/10/09
Tramways Monthly Editor
jack.gordon@tramways-monthly.com
From the Assistant Editor Andrew Waddington:
Times are changing. As Jack mentioned above, the big news this month is
the closure of the Blackpool tramway between Starr Gate and Pleasure
Beach until 2012, and the tour that we arranged to mark this historic event.
We make no apologies for the amount of Blackpool coverage in this
month's issue, which is included quite simply because it's too important not
to use! The tramway will be a very different place before long, so I believe
that it's important to record what things are like right now, before they are
changed forever. In particular, I'm pleased to present to you a selection
of scenes from the southern end of the tramway, some of which may
never be repeated again. However, we still have the usual coverage from
other places, including our first ever news item from the Great Orme
Tramway, so I hope that all readers will find this issue interesting.
In addition to the final Starr Gate tour, my other big highlight of the past
month was a guided tour of Rigby Road tram depot (yes, more Blackpool
stuff!). My sincere thanks go to Blackpool Transport for being so supportive
of us - without their co-operation this month's magazine would not be half
as interesting as it is, and their generosity certainly gave me a holiday to
remember. I hope that you will enjoy reading about my exploits!
Andrew Waddington, 25/09/09

Front Cover: Blackpool Standard 147 is seen at Starr Gate on the last day of operation on the section between Starr
Gate and the Pleasure Beach. Tony Waddington

Latest News...
Evenful start for 2009 Illuminations
The first weekend of the 2009 illuminations season at Blackpool turned out to be a very interesting one for the tramway,
thanks to some very unusual workings and a few other incidents!
The afternoon of Friday 4th September was quite uneventful, but as the evening wore on, more and more trams came
out on specials in readiness for the expected crowds to appear once the lights were switched on. Unfortunately due to
poor weather no open cars were used, with most
of the specials being Centenary cars - however,
Bolton 66 came out during the course of the
evening, as did all three Brush cars in the main
operational fleet. Despite an unfortunate
accident and the usual disruptions caused by
the switch-on ceremony itself, a very impressive
29 trams were noted in service. The highlight of
the evening was the appearance of the Western
Train 733+734 which worked the first illumination
tour of the year, and its first since 1999!
If Friday was busy then Saturday was even busier.
Tram output was similar to Friday, again due to
poor weather, although the sun did shine from
mid-afternoon. Open top Balloon 706, 'Princess
Alice', was hired by the BBC and Alan Carr
hosted a live Radio 2 show from the top deck
706 at Bispham whilst on its 'sound test' run. Andrew Waddington
between 6:00pm and 8:00pm, culminating in a
kareoke session which took place at North Pier! Before that, the tram was seen in action earlier in the day when it ran
as far north as Bispham on a 'sound test' run. For the occasion 706 was decked out with Radio 2 advert posters on the
between-deck panels on both sides, although thankfully the wooden name boards were not covered up.
706's status as the star of the day was threatened however, by a surprise appearance from little-used Balloon car
702 which briefly operated on specials during the afternoon; its first use of this year. Standard 147 also came out as an
evening special and then worked an illumination tour, as did 706, by which time the Radio 2 adverts had been hastily
removed. This was despite a cold wind on the promenade, which managed to dewire 147's trolley at North Pier, which
flew above the overhead wires and ended up in the path of the 'HMS Blackpool' 736 - it took two bamboo poles to
get it back into the correct position!
One final surprise came later that night, when Twin Set 673+683 was used for a private hire trip, and is believed to have
ran to Fleetwood. The set was seen passing Cavendish Road just after midnight; this unusual sight was made all the
more bizarre by hundreds of people taking part in a midnight charity walk through the illuminations as the Twin car
passed by, many of whom were wearing
illuminated pink bunny ears!!!

The elusive 702, looking almost pristine, at Pleasure Beach on its
first outing of 2009. Andrew Waddington

Sunday 6th September was of course the final
day of tramcar operation to Starr Gate preupgrade, and despite a promising start the
weather soon took a turn for the worse. On this
historic day, the Starr Gate - Fleetwood service
was operated by cars 707, 711, 713, 717, 718, 723
and 761, whilst cars 701, 709, 712, 715 and 721
were in charge of the Starr Gate - Cleveleys
service. Illuminated Trawler 737 ran on specials
for a while whilst yet more disruption occured
when the Western Train broke down at Little
Bispham. 147 also operated a private tour for
Tramways Monthly and British Trams Online which
resulted in it being the last tram to depart from
Starr Gate before the upgrade started.

A full report and photos from the tour can be seen in our supplement.
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News in brief
Two tram advertisers to
close
Shock news is that the Blackpool
Pontins holiday camp is set to
close this autumn. The centre is
located just south of the currently
disused tramway terminus at Starr
Gate, and suggestions have often
been made that the tramway
ought to be extended to this point
in order to attract extra tourist
custom. Whilst this news may not
seem
obviously
relevant
to Tramways Monthly, it will surely
mean the end of a long-running
association with the tramway and
Pontins, who have advertised on
four different Blackpool trams,
most recently Brush car 622. As 622
is in poor condition this may well
lead to its withdrawal at the end
of the 2009 season.
It has also been reported that the
Orion Bingo centre at Cleveleys is
also due to close within the next
few weeks. This company have
also had several tram adverts over
the years, including three different
designs onCentenary car 641. With
the Centenary cars operating high
mileages at the moment, 641
could well get a new advert, or
alternatively it might join its sister
cars 642, 643 and 648by running in
a plain base livery.
The fate of the Karting 2000 track
at Starr Gate is also in doubt as the
site it occupies will be cleared to
make way for the new tram
depot, so Brush car 630 could well
also lose its current advert livery
before next year too!

Balloon 723 loses adverts
Blackpool Balloon car 723 has had
its advert vinyls for Automeden,
which were applied at the start of
the 2008 season, removed. This has
caused some slight damage to
723's paintwork, but it still looks
very stylish in its 1980s style green
and cream livery without any
external advertisements. The tram
was first spotted in service in this
guise during the evening of Friday
4th September.

Latest News...
Blackpool Boat car update
Work on the major overhaul of Blackpool Boat car 600 has now
commenced, with the tram being completed stripped to its shell in
Blackpool
Transport's
Body Shop. As well as this,
we also have interesting
news to report regarding
the other four remaining
open
Boat
cars
in
Blackpool.
Boat 600 is seen undergoing it‟s
overhaul in the body shop at Blackpool.

As reported last month,
600 is to become the first
Andrew Waddington
Boat ever to receive a
major rebuild. The tram has now been stripped of all panelling,
flooring and seats, and is expected to receive a brand new floor as
well as a complete re-wire. It is understood that low-voltage
equipment is likely to be installed, but this should not detract too
much from 600's external appearance. Despite the best efforts of
BTS, the Railway Inspectorate has reportedly insisted that the car
must be fitted with a modern front skirt and rubber bumpers (the
same as Balloon 717) as the traditional bumpers and lifeguards do
not comply with modern day health and safety legislation.
However, at the request of Bryan Lindop of BTS, the tram will
otherwise be restored to as near as possible to its original condition.
With this in mind the present controllers will be retained, as will the
trolley, despite some objections from the engineering department!
The wooden seats are expected to be varnished rather than
painted which should look fantastic, and serious consideration is
even being given towards removing 600's windscreens and reinstating the handrail along the ends of the car. Clearly, despite a
few understandable modern features, 600 will look very special
indeed upon completion of this work, and BTS should be
congratulated for carrying out such major work on this tram.
It is also expected that two more Boats will receive similar overhauls
allowing them to remain in Blackpool for many years to come as
part of the historic fleet of trams. This will leave two spare Boats, so
the opportunity for musuems to restore one of these trams to exact
original condition will also
Boat 604 is seen at Fleetwood after
making a return to service. Richard Lomas exist, which hopefully will
silence some of the critics
of the modified front end
design on 600. For the time
being
though,
cars 602, 604 and 605 are
continuing in service in their
largely unmodified form indeed all three were out
on 12th September.
It is also now almost a certainty that withdrawn car 607 will visit
Beamish Museum next year in exchange for Marton 31, and it
should be repainted before leaving Blackpool.
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Latest News...
Crash on Great Orme Tramway
The Great Orme Tramway at Llandudno in North Wales rarely
makes the news - in fact, this is its first ever mention in Tramways
Monthly - but unfortunately the reasoning behind its appearance
this month is not good.
On 15th September, trams 6 and 7 were involved in a collision on
the upper section of the cable tramway. According to passers-by,
the tram on the way down the Orme crashed into the rear of the
tram climbing up they hill as they passed at a loop. As far as is
known there were no serious injuries, but the tramway was
immediately closed so that the Railway Accident & Investigation
Branch could visit the scene in order to report on the likely cause of
the incident. Onlookers helped passengers off the trams, and buses
were called out to rescue the stranded passengers caught up by
the incident.
Surprisingly, despite there apparently being a very loud bang upon
impact, and a lot of splintered wood, the passengers on board
both trams were reported to have stayed very calm, possibly as
everything happened so quickly that people did not have time to
grasp exactly what was happening.
For those of you who aren't familiar with tramway operations at the
Great Orme, the tramway maintains a fleet of four trams,
numbered from 4 to 7. These operate in two seperate sections; two
operate the bottom half, with the other two on the upper section.
Passengers boarding at the elegant Victorian tram station at the
lower terminus must therefore alight from their chosen tram half
way up, and change to one of the other cars. The trams are
powered by a cable and effectively counter-balance each other,
passing at loops half way along their relevant section, with the rest
of the line being made up of single track. Bearing this in mind, it is
quite hard to understand how this collision occured, and no doubt
this is the big question that the RAIB will now be looking into, to
hopefully ensure that nothing like this will ever happen again.
In the meantime, the tramway is expected to remain closed until
further notice.

News in brief
More timetable changes
for Blackpool
As a result of the closure of the
Blackpool tramway along New
South Promenade with effect from
Monday 7th September, a revised
tram timetable is now in operation
and will remain in place until the
end of the season on 8th
November. The service provided is
similar to that which has operated
all summer, but has been
amended to acknowledge the
partial closure of the system.
As before, a twenty minute service
operates between Pleasure Beach
and Fleetwood, using six doubledeckers. This alternates with a
twenty minute Pleasure Beach to
Cleveleys service, which utilises
four single deck trams to give a
ten minute frequency along the
promenade
to
Cleveleys.
However, in the evening the trams
swap roles with two more singledeckers entering service to join
the existing four, all of which
maintain the Fleetwood service.
Three double-deckers stay out
operating
between
Pleasure
Beach and Bispham only, with the
other three returning to depot
early.
As there is no requirement for the
trams on daytime Fleetwood
service
to
have
halogen
headlights fitted anymore, some
of the more traditional Balloon
cars
such
as 712, 715 and
726 have been regularly used on
timetabled duties. Meanwhile the
single deck tram output has been
dominated by the Centenary class
with help from modernised Brush
cars 630 and 631 as required.
< Photo Left: A typical scene of
Great Orme car 6 operating along
the upper tramway section on the
27th April 2005. 6 is one of the
tramcars that was involved in the
collision. Noel Walley.
This photo is available under either the GNU Free
Documentation License or under the Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0, and can be reproduced freely
provided that it is released under the same or a similar
license.
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News in brief
New works trams for
Crich
It has been announced that Crich
Tramway Village have acquired
two works trams that were formerly
owned by Tramlink Croydon
Limited. One of the new vehicles is
a diesel-powered one, complete
with a “hiab” crane, and the other
vehicle is a wagon that it will tow.
The units are expected at Crich
soon, and are currently being reprofiled by Brian Scott.

Tramlink 2534 returns to
Croydon
The tram that was inolved in a
fatal collision with a bus in
September 2008 has now returned
to Croydon, after spending almost
a year away from the system whilst
being repaired. A spokesman for
Transport for London said that
“[the tram is] going to be in the
depot for two weeks while they
retest it and at the same time
change its livery to match the
others. [The repairs] took so long
because the damage was so
extensive". It is then expected that
the tram will return to passenger
service and that there will also be
a timetable change now that the
system has it‟s fully complement of
trams back.

Tramways Monthly Stats
During September 2009, we had
1158 unique visitors to the website,
and 6.89 GB of bandwith were
used. The busiest day was the 6th
September. Issue 8 had a total of
244
downloads
during
this
reporting period. In total, there
were 92774 “hits” across the site.
Our forum had 1073 unique visitors,
20797 hits and over 400MB of data
was transferred.
Of these statistics:
*Unique visits, bandwidth and Issue
downloads were up on last month.
*Total hits across the site were
down on last month.
*Forum unique visitors were up on
last month, but total hits and
bandwidth were down.

Latest News...
Bolton 66 in collision drama
On Friday 4th September, a collision occured on the
Blackpool tramway when Millennium
car 724 ran into the path of Bolton
66 on the Pleasure Beach loop. Full
details of the incident are a bit
sketchy, but it would seem that 724
was diverted onto the loop due to
incorrectly set points, when in fact it
should have carried on to Starr Gate.
Thankfully no serious damage was
caused to either vehicle, and no
66 seen under attention
injuries occured, but the Railway
in the Electrical
Accident Investigation Branch had
Compound on
September 9th. Andrew
to be called to the scene before the
Waddington
two trams could be taken back to
the depot. Typically, all this happened about ten minutes
before the illuminations were switched on at 9:30pm, and so
an already chaotic tram service ended up in complete
tatters!
This was 66's first appearance of 2009 with its illuminated
panels fitted at each end. Happily it only sustained minor
damage, and was back in service on Friday 11th September.
724 has been seen in the Fitting Shop under repair but is also
likely to be back in action soon thanks to its recently applied
advert for the Lyndene Hotel.

Dublin LUAS tram collision
It seems that we have a chapter of accidents to report this
month, as the Dublin LUAS tram system has been rocked by a
collision incident which occurred on the afternoon
Wednesday 16th September.
It seems that one of the trams hit a bus at a busy road
junction; although the tram is believed to have struck a
luggage and invalid area of the bus, there were still quite a
number of injuries, including three which were believed to be
serious, plus a number of „walking wounded‟ people. The
tram driver and two female passengers even needed to be
cut free, with some people reportedly trapped inside the bus
for almost one hour. In all, 21 people were taken to hospital
as a result of this accident. The incident also caused massive
delays to road traffic, as the main route in and out of Dublin
was closed off whilst the wreckage was cleared.
News of the crash broke on the increasingly popular Twitter
website, to which onlookers sent updates on the situation,
providing live coverage as the events unfolded.
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Special Feature...
Blackpool Depot Visit
By Andrew Waddington
As I get older, I seem to be getting cheekier.
A line-up of trams awaiting their next turn of duty at the
front of depot on 9th September: Brush cars 623 (with L
Whereas a few years ago I was happy to just
plates)
and 630, Twin set 672+682, and 'HMS Blackpool'
be „one of the crowd‟, I‟m becoming
736..Andrew Waddington
increasingly willing to approach people and
ask things. After all, the worst that can happen
most of the time, is that they either say no, or
ignore you completely. This was my thinking
when I came up with the idea of contacting
Blackpool Transport Services Ltd, with a view to
arranging to visit their Rigby Road tram depot
to take some photographs and report on what
I saw for Tramways Monthly. I wasn‟t sure what
to expect, but I got a very nice reply stating
that my request could be met, and that Bryan Lindop of BTS would be happy to show me around.
Result!
So, on Wednesday 9th September 2009, I found myself at the BTS office at Rigby Road along with
my friend, British Trams Online webmaster Gareth Prior, about to embark on a great adventure to
see and photograph some of the hidden gems of the Blackpool tram fleet – trams that, in some
cases, haven‟t been out onto the promenade in half a decade, if not longer.
On arrival we were asked to sign in at the office, and were both given name badges to wear for
the duration of our visit. When it came to entering a company name, I wrote ‘Tramways Monthly’
on mine... it made me feel more important!!! We were then greeted by Bryan Lindop, a senior
person at BTS who also has a key role with the Fylde Tramway Society. In truth we couldn‟t have
possibly wished for a better person to show us around; clearly
Bryan is not only just as passionate about the tramway as we
are, but he is also overseeing the project to rehouse as many
trams that are no longer needed in Blackpool as possible. Mr
Lindop is also keen to ensure that the historic appeal of the
system is not lost in its drive to move forward, and so he
explained to us how he is involved with the company‟s
conservation policy. Whilst a number of Balloon trams are
being modified, he feels that some trams should be kept in
near original condition, as we have already seen with the
superb restoration projects recently undertaken on Balloon
717 and the Western Train 733+734.
Once everyone had introduced themselves, our first port of
call was the Paint Shop, where two Metro liveried buses were
seen, but no trams. So instead, we were shown some archive
posters promoting illuminated tram tours, which adorn the
walls. Through the door, we then found ourselves in the Body
Shop where there was considerably more of tram interest to
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A rare peek inside the Electrical
Compound, with car 700 undergoing
routine maintenance. The sign near the top
left advises staff to take 'caution with 719'
due to its advert panels! Andrew Waddington

take in – namely Balloon 720 and Boat 600 – both of which are currently receiving major rebuilds.
As has been well documented elsewhere, 720 is the first Balloon car to receive widened centre
entrances, which in fairness don‟t look
anything like as bad as many people had
suggested they would, now that the tram
has been repanelled. Soon 720 will be fitted
with automatic doors, similar to those on the
Centenary and Jubilee cars, which will be
controlled by the driver from his or her cab,
allowing the tram to operate with just one
conductor at quiet times. Otherwise 720
resembles the last Balloon rebuild, 713, with
its front skirt and rather ugly headlight
The forgotten Boat car 607, still looks surprisingly well in its
arrangement. However, is is a definite
attractive
Travelcard advert livery. Behind it the illuminated
improvement on the „Millennium‟ rebuilds as
Rocket 732 can clearly be seen. Andrew Waddington
at least the tram has been able to retain its
traditional shape. Of more interest however, was car 600 alongside which has been stripped to a
shell in readiness for the first major overhaul of its seventy-five year existence! 600 was barely
recognisable as a tram; in truth there isn‟t much to a Boat car to begin with, so imagine that with
no panels, floor or seats and you have a good idea of how little of 600 is actually left! Bryan assured
us that, unlike 720, 600 is to receive a heritage refurbishment and will then stay in Blackpool as part
of the vintage tram fleet post-upgrade. Unfortunately, modern legislation means that the tram
must be fitted with the revised front bumper arrangement, but Bryan stated that he had insisted
that otherwise the tram would remain largely unaltered.
Our next port of call was the Fitting Shop, where we saw the rather strange domino liveried
Centenary car 643 under attention, along with Millennium car 724 following its scrape with Bolton
66 the previous Friday. This area of the workshop complex is a treasure trove of tramcar parts, with
various wheelsets, motors and other bits as far as the eye could see. This shop even has its own
blacksmith area, although the last blacksmith left the company unexpectedly a little while ago
and a replacement has not yet been found. Also present was Boat car 600‟s trolley tower – and
yes, it will be refitted once the overhaul is complete!
Moving out of the darkness back into bright sunshine, this didn‟t last long as we strolled through the
main running shed past a row of spare pantographs. We were informed that BTS now make their
own pantographs in-house as nobody had been able to supply them with a current collector
which met all of their requirements; however, the design has been so succesful that it has been
widely copied, and is of course now fitted to the vast majority of Blackpool‟s trams. We then
entered the Electrical Compound, which is located within the tram depot, but is a seperate area
enclosed from the rest of the building. Here
we saw a number of trams undergoing
routine servicing; namely 700, 707 and 715,
along with the aforementioned Bolton 66
and Boat 602 which has recently been reinstated to service after being mothballed
earlier this year.
At the back of the Electrical Compound,
we found a hidden door which led us into
the main depot, where we instantly greeted
by several forgotten old friends. The first
Orphaned trailer 687 at the back of the tram shed. Is that a
tram to catch my eye was the orphaned
speed camera on the right hand side!? Andrew Waddington
Trailer 687, seemingly forgotten since its
coupled partner 677 was broken up a few years ago. Bryan admitted that finding homes for trailers
Tramways Monthly October 2009
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like 687 would not be easy, although he did inform
us that there had been some interest in it being used
as a dining car, but that unfortunately the scheme
fell through. Nonetheless, it made me think that, if
someone had been willing to consider doing
something with a tram like 687, then there is some
hope for any of the withdrawn cars.
Close by were the illuminated Rocket 732 at the rear
of Pit 12, currently in limbo with plans for its future
having seemingly been put on hold in view of the
imminent changes to the tramway, and Boat 607 on
Pit 11. This car has not run since 2004, but looks set to
be revived next year when it‟s expected to be
treated to a lick of paint before visiting Beamish
Museum. I expressed slight concern at the fact that
607 now cannot move under its own power, but was
told that this was only because its trolley wheel had
been removed as a spare! Rest assured, 607 is fully
intact and a good clean and a repaint will get it
looking good again.
Earlier this year an attempt was made to seperate
the running fleet from withdrawn cars, but there are
A rare shot of fellow Zoo trams 626 & 637 together.
Someone has written 'DO NOT SCRAP' in the dust
a still a few demics in the „good half‟; examples of
on 637's windscreen; could this be a bit of fun or
this include the very smart and tidy looking Brush car
something more significant? Andrew Waddington
626, rebuilt as recently as 1994 but now seemingly
no longer required. As luck would have it this sits next to fellow Brush car 637, giving me a chance
to photograph two Blackpool Zoo advert trams side by side. Alongside was Balloon 722, damaged
in a collision almost two years ago. This tram has supposedly been offered to the Lancastrian
Transport Trust, but with other serviceable Balloons likely to be up for grabs by 2012, we shall have
to wait and see what happens there. Pits 2 to 4 housed a number of trams that see very little use
these days despite being in excellent condition – namely the Metro liveried Twin sets and
Coronations 304 and 660. The former was seen right at the back of the depot despite being
completely repainted earlier this year. We then took a walk towards the front of the shed along Pit
1, home to various bits and pieces, as well as former Permanent Way gang car 259. Being a Brush
Railcoach, this tram has been acquired for future restoration to near original condition by the
Lancastrian Transport Trust, and despite it looking like the only option for its future would involve a
cutting torch and a big skip, the tram is apparently nowhere near as bad as its tatty appearance
suggests, and will one day be a beautifully restored tribute to the 1930‟s tram fleet. In front of 259
appropriately enough, was Rail Crane 260 (which 259 used to pull, but is now normally hauled by
car 754 instead). Right at the front was Brush 623 – seeing the maginificent wartime liveried car
made a nice change after seeing so many wather-beaten trams covered in dust!
We then took a walk along the front of the shed, stopping off to take a closer look at a row of four
withdrawn Brush cars, headed by Sheffield 513. Nearest the front was 627, still looking good in its
Buccanneer Bar advert livery with distinctive skulls on its cabs, and despite having not run for
almost five years this tram is still able to move around under its own steam, as it proved earlier in the
year. Behind it is the original Sea Life Centre advert car, 632, which looked incredibly filthy and was
missing some glass, but again a bit of cosmetic work would probably see this tram back on the
road again. Next up was 634, one Brush car that definitely has a bright future after being bought
by an enthusiast, and due to depart for a new home in a few months‟ time. Bringing up the rear
we saw car 625 in green and cream 1990s fleet livery with adverts for the now defunct Pricebusters
store. Despite being popular amongst enthusiasts 625 is a very sad sight with its peeling paintwork,
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and is probably in the worst condition of all the stored Brush Railcoaches. Trams like 625, 627 and
632 may look reasonable, but the harsh reality is that all of them were withdrawn because they
were simply not needed by the tramway anymore, and that situation is almost certainly not going
to change. These trams probably could run if needed, but ideally they would need to be restored
for anyone to get the best out of them. Mr Lindop is optimistic that all of these trams will find homes
and that none will be scrapped – whether he succeeds in his mission remains to be seen, but I
certainly admire his determination.
By this time an hour had passed, and the tour was sadly over. We both thanked Mr Lindop for his
time, and for giving us such a fascinating insight into the operation of the tramway at this
transitional period. On behalf of myself and Gareth, I would like to take this opportunity to record in
print, how very grateful we are to Bryan Lindop and Blackpool Transport for giving us access to their
premises, and for making us feel so welcome.
Finally, I would like to remind our readers that the tram depot at Blackpool is a restricted access
area, and is therefore not normally open to the general public. The tour I have reported on was an
official pre-arranged visit which I arranged myself on behalf of Tramways Monthly. Please don‟t try
to enter the depot, or walk onto BTS property, unless you have been given permission to do so – BTS
clearly do appreciate enthusiasts, but at the end of the day, they are a business who maintains a
running tram depot, not a museum, and it is not a particularly safe place to walk around
unsupervised. I do hope though, that the photographs accompanying this article will be a good
substitute to visiting the depot yourself... and hopefully more of these will be available for the public
to enjoy soon, so watch this space!!!

The sad sight of Brush car 625 covered in dust. To the left is heavily stripped Balloon car 704, which donated many
parts to sister car 717. Andrew Waddington
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Tram Driver for a day!
Become a Seaton Tram Driver for the day with one of our driving
experience courses. The courses are very "hands-on", giving you
the chance to enjoy maximum time at the controls and drive in
the same conditions as our own staff drivers. The course also
includes a guided tour of the Tramway's HQ at Riverside Depot,
giving the chance to see behind the scenes of our unique
operation. At the conclusion of your course, you receive a
commemorative certificate and souvenir to remind you of a
great day out. Seaton Tramway is offering Tramways Monthly
readers a 10% discount on either a Half or Full Day Course.
There are two courses available:
1) Half Day Course
Start time 0930 or 1400. The course lasts for two or three hours,
depending on whether there are one or two participants. Each
person gets one round trip (six miles) of driving.
The cost is £95, inclusive of VAT, and you may bring up to three
guest passengers, who ride at a special rate of £10.00 each.
These prices include the ride on the tram, Depot Visit and
refreshments at the Tram Stop Restaurant. You and your guests
will also enjoy free travel on the trams for the rest of the day,
either before or after your lesson.
2) Whole Day Course
Start time 0930, finishing at 1645. The course consists of three full
round trips, plus two short workings to intermediate points along
the line, a grand total of 24 miles. The course can be shared
between two or more people if desired; extra participants are
charged at guest rate (see below).
The cost is £235, inclusive of VAT, and you may bring up to six
guest passengers, who ride at a special rate of £20.00 each.
These prices include the rides on the tram, Depot Visit, plus
morning tea/coffee, Lunch and an afternoon Cream Tea at the
Tram Stop Restaurant. Your guests may ride on the service trams
during the day if they so wish.
TO CLAIM YOUR 10% DISCOUNT ON A HALF DAY COURSE OR WHOLE DAY
COURSE PLEASE QUOTE TRAMWAYS MONTHLY.

Special Feature...
Blackpool Trams: Where Are They Now? – Part One
By Jack Gordon
A number of people have recently asked me about the whereabouts and current status of many
ex-Blackpool trams, and so I thought it would be a good idea to begin to create a list of where
each one is, the current status of them, and a brief history of some. I‟ve not been able to compile
this information for every tram though, so if you do know anything then please do let me know!
Blackpool has undoubtably become one of the world‟s most famous and iconic tramways, and as
a result there was and still is quite a demand for ex-Blackpool tramcars. No less than 32 exBlackpool vehicles are preserved all over the world, and there may well be more that I have been
unable to get a record of.
Of this number, six of those cars are preserved in the United States of America, and it breaks down
to two standard cars, three open boats and the Blackpool Belle illuminated tram. More about
these expatriates will be explained in a future part of this feature, coming soon in Tramways
Monthly.
The focus however of Part One is on an organisation that has preserved more Blackpool trams than
anywhere else – an impressive 12 cars – and could recieve even more in the next few years as the
Blackpool fleet is dispersed. The organisation also owns another 4 trams which have visited
Blackpool in the past, and many more from here may well visit for next year‟s 125 th Anniversary
celebrations. This organisation is of course Crich Tramway Village, home of the National Tramway
Museum.
Crich Tramway Village
Crich Tramway Village, formerley known as the National Tramway Museum, is the home to 12 exBlackpool tramcars, though not all are present at the museum at any one time. Of this number, just
three are currently in an operational condition, while another is undergroing it‟s 8-yearly overhaul.
Three are stored off site at Clay Cross, which is not accessible to the general public, and a fourth is
currently on loan to Blackpool Transport Services and runs on the tramway in Blackpool. The cars
span almost 125 years of tramway history, beginning with the early Conduit car from the initial
electric tramway and finishing with an OMO car that came to the Musuem in 2005.
The Crich fleet is made up of two toastrack cars, two standard cars, and one each of an OMO,
Dreadnought, Conduit, Pantograph and Brush railcoach. There are also two works vehicles – a
steeple cab locomotive and a purpose built works vehicle. Despite having what appears to be
duplicates, no two cars are the same and all have different features that set them apart even from
other surviving cars that on the outside look the same. I‟m now going to expand on the fleet in
larger detail...
Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramroad Crossbench Car 2
The oldest operational tramcar at the Museum, Crossbench 2 (or more widely known as simply
“Rack 2”) was built in 1898 by the GF Milnes company who were based in Birkenhead. It was
operated by the Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramroad Company, which was privately owned, before
ownership passed to the Blackpool Corporation in 1920 when they purchased the Tramroad
Company. These cars were gradually withdrawn, being replaced by more modern cars as the fleet
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was modernised in the thirties, but this one
survived and was restored for the Blackpool
Tramway‟s 75th Anniversary in 1960. The tramcar
was then preserved at the National Tramway
Museum in 1963, and was one of the cars that
provided the first electric tramcar service in
1964. It has operated alsmost continously since
then and has always been a popular car. In the
mid-1990s it recieved a major overhaul which
saw the removal of the non-authentic dash
Fleetwood 'Rack' 2 passes under the magnificent Bowes
lights and destination boxes which had been
Lyon Bridge at Crich, with a line-up of other Blackpool
fitted to the car, and then visited Blackpool
cars in hot pursuit! Tony Waddington
again in 1998 for the Tramroad Company‟s own
Centenary celebrations. The car is currently in an operable condition at Crich and normally sees
use on warm and sunny days.
Blackpool Conduit Car 4
This is the oldest surviving Blackpool tramcar, and dates back to 1884, one year before the
Blackpool tramway opened. It was built by the Lancaster Carriage & Wagon Company and used
the “conduit” current collection method, as opposed to the more conventional overhead wires
(though it did use these later in it‟s life), and this worked by using a “plough” in a centre rail which
gave access to the live rail which was under the ground. The return current was via the two running
tracks like on a conventional tramcar. However, despite later success in places such as London,
probably the biggest users of the conduit system, it never took hold in Blackpool and the system
was plagued by problems with sand and water being blown onto the road and into the conduit; it
was converted to use overhead wires in 1899.
No. 4 remained in service until 1912 – by which stage it had also recieved a conventional truck –
when it was withdrawn, though it was put to use delivering bread to the miliatary camp established
at Squires Gate during the first world war. It was given a pair of side doors for these duties, and
when no longer required for this purpose it became an overhead inspection car complete with a
tower. It remained like this until 1934, when it was finally withdrawn and left at the back of Bispham
depot. However, it was not forgotten, and in 1960 the tram was retrieved and towed to Rigby
Road for a complete restoration in time for the 75th Anniversary Celebrations. It (Wrongly) claimed
to be No. 1 at the time, and had a trolley pole rather than using conduit operation. It was also the
only car not to carry passengers at the celebrations, presumably due to it‟s fragileness. After the
celebrations it was donated to the Tramway Museum Society and then loaned by the TMS to the
British Transport Commission‟s collection of vehicles housed and later displayed in the former
Clapham tram depot in London.
In 1984 the tram had another restoration but this time recieved replica running gear that was similar
in appearence and operation to the equipment that was originally fitted to the vehicle. However,
the key difference was that the 4HP motor contained on the tramcar was powered by
rechargeable batteries rather than a conduit, and it had modern (yet suitable) control gear. The
red and white livery from the 1960s was also replaced with a more accurate green and yellow with
very large white numerals confirming it‟s true identity as Number 4. The car then made a return to
Blackpool in 1985 and ran succesfully in their Centenary Celebrations. After these it spent sometime
at the Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester before returning to Crich. It is now normally
on static display in the Exhibition Hall, but has operated at the museum in the past; the most recent
occasion being for the TMS50 celebrations in 2005.
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Blackpool OMO 5
OMO 5 is one of two surviving OMOs from the original class of 13. It was originally English Electric
Railcoach 221, which was later renumbered to 609. It was withdrawn from passenger service in
1965 and was then re-numbered 5 and used by the permanent way department until October
1971, when it was withdrawn for conversion into OMO. Interestingly the car was replaced by Brush
259 which is still in Blackpool. It had a lengthy conversion process due the underframe and body
being in a poor condition, but eventually emerged as OMO 5 in November 1972 and painted in
the plum & custard livery that was then standard for the OMO cars. In February 1976 it was repainted into the later OMO livery of red and white and also recieved an experiemental singlearmed “Brecknell Willis” pantograph, which remained on the car until May 1985 when it recieved
the more standard diamond pantograph. It was the last tram in Blackpool to carry the Brecknell
Willis design. Due to a delay in the delivery of more Centenary cars OMO 5 was repainted into
green and cream over the winter of 1985/6, and then recieved a variation of the 1990s fleet livery
in 1991 – complete with green skirts and orange cabs! From Summer 1992 it also saw trials with low
voltage equipment, and it last ran in February 1993 – being officially withdrawn one month later.
However, that was not the end for the tramcar as it was retained by Blackpool Transport as a car
of interest. However, this plan was axed and so it was eventually offered to the TMS. The Fylde
Tramway Society (FTS) offered to pay for a cosmetic restoration for this car to be displayed at
Crich, but the offer was turned down due to a shortage of space, and was instead sent to the
Museum‟s store at Clay Cross. It left Blackpool on the 2nd June 2000, and it‟s transport costs were
funded by the FTS. Interestingly enough, this tramcar is also the only OMO that carried all four of
the OMO liveries – plum & custard, red & white and two variations of green & cream. The tram is still
stored off site at Clay Cross and so is not currently on public display.
Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramroad Boxcar 40
When the Blackpool Corporation took over the Fleetwood Tramroad Company in 1920 they
acquired 41 tramcars from the company, and Boxcar 40 was the second newest. It was built in
1914 by the United Electric Car Company in Preston, and when it passed into the Corporation‟s
hands it was re-numbered to No. 114 so as not to share numbers with the other 40, which
incidentally is also preserved at Crich! 114 was soon relegated due to the arrival of the newer
Pantograph cars (like 167 at Crich), but did still run on the Fleetwood service. It was not until the
Pantograh cars were cascaded by Railcoaches that 114‟s use declined massively, and it was
finally withdrawn in 1939. However, the car was once again renumbered, this time to 5, and
survived in the engineering fleet. It was initally stabled at Copse Road Depot, before moving to
Rigby Road when it was acquired by the overhead department.
It remained in use with the overhead department until the 1950s, when it was another of the cars
that were specially refurbished for the tramway‟s 75th Anniversary celebrations. Once the
celebrations were over it was given to the TMS and arrived at Crich in 1963, becoming one of the
first cars to run the year later. It was however withdrawn as it needed major mechanical and
bodywork repairs, and the car was transported to Heaton Park in Manchester to have these done.
The car remained at Heaton Park up until 1988, when it returned to Blackpool for the 90th
Anniversary of the Tramroad. Upon leaving Blackpool in 1991 it spent a few years back at Crich
before it was placed in store at Clay Cross, but was back in Blackpool in 1996 ready to participate
in the Tramroad‟s Centenary in 1998. It was placed on a 10-year loan period, due to expire in 2006,
but this was extended until 2010 and is likely to be returned to Derbyshire after next year‟s 125 th
Anniversary. It is currently operational on the Blackpool tramway, though only sees limited use. It is
billed to run a tour during the “Farewell to Fleetwood” events in in November.
Blackpool Balcony Standard 40
One sixth of the Blackpool Corporation‟s 42 Standard tramcars are still in existance, and Balcony 40
is one of them. Built in 1920s in an open-balcony, open-platform condition they were modernised
over the years and all eventually had their platforms enclosed. A further 17 also had their balconies
enclosed, but 40 did not and indeed was the last tramcar to operate in Britain with an openTramways Monthly October 2009
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balcony. It was another tramcar that was offered to the TMS in 1962, and arrived at the museum in
1963 and again became part of the initial running
fleet. At this stage it was also painted in the green
and cream livery, more familiar at Crich on
Standard 49, as it was deemed to be in a good
condition when it arrived. In 1983 the car came up
for overhaul at Crich, and at this stage it was
decided that it would revert to the red, cream and
teak livery that the car carried when it was given
platform covers in the 1920s. The tram also
participated
in
Blackpool‟s
Centenary
The beautiful Standard 40 passes through the
Celebrations,
and
since
returning
to
Crich has
Wakebridge passing loop on the Crich tramway, in
always been a regular performer and is a popular
July 2009. Tony Waddington
all-weather car. The car is also looking likely to
return to the coast for Blackpool‟s 125th Anniversary Celebrations next year.
Blackpool Enclosed Standard 49
Another of the remaining 7 Standard cars, this one is in a fully enclosed condition and also has a
different top deck to the rest, known as a “Motherwell top deck”, and has larger balconies and a
smaller upper deck saloon because of this. The
lower deck and equipment dates from 1926,
but the top deck is 20 years older being built in
190. 49 was withdrawn in 1962 and was another
of the pioneering tramcars at the museum. This
tramcar was also the first to be professionally
painted at the museum, and was put into a
simplified version of the red, cream and teak
livery which were never carried by the
enclosed cars. As was mentioned previously
No. 40 was in green and cream at this time,
Blackpool Standard 49 - normally housed in the
and so both cars effectively swapped liveries!
Exhibition Hall at Crich - enjoys a rare blast of sunshine
during an enthusiast's event in 2008. Tony Waddington
In 1977 however the unauthentic red livery,
which had been embellished over the years, was removed when it came in for overhaul and the
car reverted to the green and cream that it is in today. The car was a frequent runner for many
years, but was withdrawn in 1992 due to problems with it‟s upper deck. It now usually resides in the
Exhibition Hall, but is sometimes brought out for special events.
Blackpool Dreadnought 59
Probably one of the most iconic tramcars in the tramway‟s history, the Dreadnought was built in
1902 and is the sole survivor of it‟s class. Withdrawn when Walter Luff became General Manager in
1933, the car languished at the back of Copse Road depot in use as a tool store for many years,
before finally being dragged to Rigby Road depot for restoration ready for the Tramway‟s 75th
Anniversary. It returned to service in 1960 and remained in the resort for 5 years before coming to
Crich. It was part of the main running fleet until 1970, when it was withdrawn in need of a body
overhaul, and returned to Blackpool in 1975 to be restored by Blackpool Technical College. Whilst it
was being restored it was jacked up insufficiently and a sag was found to have formed in the
middle of the body. It then remained in Blackpool until 1990 before it came back to Crich, and by
this time a more prominent sag was see in the underframe and this suggested that all was not well.
It was sent to Clay Cross for storage in 1995 where it remains to this day, and as a result is not on
public display.
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Blackpool Toastrack 166
Built in 1927, this toastrack car is 30 years newer than Rack 2 (above) but very little can be seen to
have changed... if anything, it‟s gone backwards
with the removal of the roof! The tram remained in
it‟s current condition until the 2nd World War, and
during this time it was stored outside whilst older
examples were scrapped. By the mid-1930s it had
been repainted into Walter Luff‟s green and
cream livery. 166 was eventually withdrawn and
converted into a BBC Outside Broadcast Vehicle
along with sister car 165, and were used to avoid
the crowds and film the resort‟s famous autumn
The ultimate summer tram, Blackpool 166, passes the car Illuminations. 165 was scrapped in 1968, but 166
park at Crich in all its glory on a beautiful day shortly
survived until 1972 when it was presented to the
before withdrawal earlier this season. Tony Waddington
TMS. Fortunately enough original fittings remained
and it was able to be restored to original condition, returning to service in 1974. It was withdrawn in
1998 in need of an overhaul, and then returned to service in 2004. However, it remained in service
for just a few years when it was again withdrawn in need of a complete re-wire. This was
completed in 2008, with the addition of the correct coloured festoon lighting, but was withdrawn
earlier in the summer and is currently out of service in the main depot.
Blackpool Pantograph 167
Blackpool Corporation took over the Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramroad Company during the 1920s,
and found that much of the former Tramroad rolling stock was in need of replacement. Therefore a
batch of "Pullman" tramcars was ordered from the
English Electric Company at Preston in 1928. The had
clerestory roofs and were initally fitted with
pantographs - hence the name "Pantograph car",
depsite the fact that they were soon replaced with
trolley poles! The tramcars operated on the service
from Fleetwood to Blackpool North station in their
heyday.
The cars have spacious vestibules allowing luggage
to be kept, and were later given folding platform
doors to keep out the wind. When first delivered
they were painted in the red livery standard across the tramway at the time, before being
repainted into a variation of the traditional green and cream - and according to some, inspired by
a VW Camper van! (Or the other way round...?)
Former Blackpool visitor, Edinburgh 35, seen
alongside car 167 in the depot yard at Crich in
September 2008. Tony Waddington

The trams were dedicated to the North Station-Fleetwood service between 1928 and 1961, before
the service briefly passed into the hands of more modern stock.
167 survives, like many tramcars, because it was used as a works car after withdrawal from
passenger service rather than being scrapped. It was lucky enough to retain it's original bogies and
is therefore a true representative of the original condition of the cars.
The tramcar arrived at the museum at Crich in 1962, and was later sent to Smithills workshops in
Bolton for restoration prior to participating in the Blackpool Tramway Centenary Celebrations in
1985. It then returned to Crich, but not for long! It was also a visitor to the Gateshead Garden
Festival Tramway in 1990, and was one of several trams that ran there. It's adventures were not over
however, as it went travelling again, this time to Blackpool, for the Blackpool & Fleetwood
Tramway's own Centenary in 1998. There are now plans afoot for the tramcar to visit Blackpool
again next year for the tramways 125th Anniversary; watch this space!
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Blackpool Brush Railcoach 298
Brush car 298 was built in 1937, and as it was the least modified out of all the Brush cars it was
acquired for preservation so that at least one original car surivived. Since being preserved a great
deal of work has been carried out on it by the
Blackpool Railcoach Fund, who are led by Keith
Terry. Most recently this work has taken place at
the Mode Wheel workshop in Salford, but has
taken place in various locations over the years.
So far work carried out has included a
renovation of the interior and a start on the
sliding roof - removed from all other Brush cars –
has also been made. The tram was moved to
What a state! The partially restored Brush car 298 is
Crich under a tarpaulin in autumn 2005 for the
seen posed on the depot fan at Crich in 2006. As its
work to continue, but unfortuantely the
brakes have not been completed, 298 is very rarely
underframe has been found to be in a poor
seen out in the open! Tony Waddington
condition and this will require major work before
the tram can run again. Because of this restoration work has also stalled, and so the tramcar is now
in a part-restored state in the Museum‟s Exhibition Hall.
Blackpool Steeple Cab Electric Locomotive 717
The Blackpool Steeple Cab Locomotive was built in 1927 and it was originally used to haul coal
wagons from the LMS sidings at Fleetwood to the Thornton Gate Coal Depot. The locmotive was
used extensively until 1949 hauling coal traffic and
needed all of its 2 x 57hp motor output for this. The
coal traffic stopped in 1949 though and was then
used intermitently until final withdrawal in 1965. As it
ran along the tramway tracks, it merited a place in
the Crich Collection and so the TMS purchased it
and it arrived at Crich. The first work done on it was
the removal of its buffers so as not to damage other
tramcars when shunting them. It was also repainted
The unusual Blackpool steeplecab locomotive 717,
into the red and white lined-out livery from General
seen taking part in the Crich 50th Anniversary
Manager Charles Furness‟ era, but has since
cavalcade earlier this year. Tony Waddington
reverted to the newer two-tone green. It is regularly
used as part of the works fleet for rescuing failed tramcars and shunting them around the yard,
and can normally be seen at the front of the main tram depot.
Blackpool Railgrinder 2
I‟ve been unable to get any information on this car – indeed i‟ve only ever seen one photograph
of it – but it is currently stored off site at Clay Cross and therefore not publically accesible. We will
be featuring Blackpool Railgrinder 752 (formerly No. 1) in Part 3 of this feature, and there are
certain similiarities between the cars so we hope that that will help. If any reader has more
information about the car or indeed any photos, we would absolutely love to see them!
In Part 2 of this feature we will look at the trams that are currently part of the Lancastrian Transport
Trust’s collection. This feature is expected to be in Tramways Monthly Issue 11. If you wish to see
any of the tramcars that are at the museum then you can find out more information by visiting
http://www.tramway.co.uk, though please note that Blackpool Boxcar 40 is at Blackpool NOT Crich
at the time of writing, and any tram that is stated as being at Clay Cross is not on public display.
Tramways Monthly accepts no responsibility if any tram is unable to be seen during your visit.
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Tramcar News...
Blackpool Balloon 720's ongoing rebuild continues to progress, with
the new 'porches' being fitted to the centre platforms now panelled
over, as is the rest of the tram. Once the new style doors are fitted,
this will give a good impression of how the completed vehicle will
look.
Blackpool Illuminated Western Train 733+734 is now in regular use on
nightly illumination tour duties, but this hasn't been without problems.
As briefly reported elsewhere in this issue, the Train suffered a major
failure on Sunday 6th September and had to be towed back to
depot after causing a power failure! This was quickly repaired and
the Train was back in action on Tuesday 8th, only to arrive in depot
defective after completing its tour. The trams were then missing for a
few more days, but now appear to have settled down into more
regular use (we hope!).
Blackpool Centenary car 648 has been fitted with the wrong sized
destination blind at one end. It may be recalled that 648 retains its
original style destination displays, which were enlarged on its seven
sister cars, and it would appear that someone at BTS has forgotten
this fact! As a result of this, at one end 648 can either show the word
'Pleasure' or 'Beach', but not both, as the text is too large. Hopefully
this oversight will be corrected soon.

News Extra...

Current Balloon refurbishment project 720,
seen in the Body Shop. Andrew Waddington

All the latest news and views
that won’t fit anywhere else!

Twin Car use hits rock bottom
The 2009 Blackpool illuminations season may be well underway, but it's sad to report that just two Twin car
workings have been recorded this month, both of which were private hires. As well as set 673+683, which
performed a late night run to Fleetwood and back on 5th September, orange and yellow liveried set 672+682
operated an enthusiast's tour on Saturday 19th September. Not only did the duo run to Fleetwood, but
passengers also had a very rare chance to ride over a little-used crossover at Broadwater, which is likely to be
removed during imminent track replacement work.
Of the four Twin car sets listed as reserve cars in the 2009 operational fleet, just 675+685 have been used in normal
passenger service, and that was after the cars had worked a private hire trip for a local school on 25th June.
Notably, despite being fully serviceable, 674+684 have not been used at all so far this year. It can only be hoped
that October will be a better month for these trams; last year the school half term week was by far the best time
of year for the class with quite extensive use throughout the week taking place, so hopefully this year will be the
same.

'Farewell to Fleetwood' - an update
Details of the tram tours taking place on 7th & 8th November, to mark the last weekend of traditional trams
running to Fleetwood Ferry, have now been confirmed by the Lancastrian Transport Trust. The original plans have
been scaled back slightly, and now involve two tram tours on each day, each featuring two trams. The North
Station era will be represented by Box car 40 and wartime Brush car 623 on Saturday afternoon, whilst the same
evening, Standard 147 and Balloon 712 will perform. Sunday morning will see a rare chance to ride on both
Coronation cars 304 & 660 to Fleetwood, whilst later the same day the final tour is due to be worked by Twin Set
673+683, accompanied by 'Princess Alice' 706. Please note that, as is normal practice with tram tours, every
effort will be made to use the advertised vehicles, but on the weekend substitutes may have to be provided, for
which the LTT cannot accept any responsibility.
In addition to the above tours, the Fylde Tramway Society are currently arranging another special tour which will
follow the last public service departure from Fleetwood on the Sunday night, and therefore be the last car to run
through Fleetwood before the tramway closes for remodelling. It is also rumoured that 'Friends of 40' may take
Box car 40 for one final run to Fleetwood on the last day, although this is not yet confirmed. Sunday 8th
November will also see the previously advertised Leeds event take place at the Heaton Park Tramway, so there
are plenty of options available to enthusiasts on what promises to be a weekend to remember!
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Starr Gate Final Weekend Pictorial By Andrew
and Tony Waddington

The weekend of 5th/6th September 2009 was the final chance to see trams running between
Pleasure Beach and Starr Gate, before the much-discussed closure of this section of tramway for
upgrading. Our collection of scenes from this memorable weekend starts with Millennium car 709,
seen here negotiating the Starr Gate loop. The next time a tram passes here, a depot will be located
in the area behind 709. Andrew Waddington

Striking 'Pleasure Beach' liveried Balloon 721 pauses at the Starr Gate unloading stop, on Saturday
5th September. Earlier this year 721 was involved in a collision at this location. Andrew Waddington

Only in Blackpool! We have now moved northwards to see Balloon 726, in Coastguard livery, waiting to
depart from the loading area. The huge man who dominates the scene is in fact part of a crazy golf course
which is destined to be flattened at some stage in the future, to make way for a second tram depot in which
to house a reduced fleet of heritage cars. Andrew Waddington

Rebuilt Balloon 713 at Harrowside on Sunday 6th September, whilst the tram was operating
Fleetwood service. Despite what the roadside illuminations may suggest, an illuminations collection
is not taking place on board the tram! Andrew Waddington

Balloon 723 trundles along a deserted promenade later the same day, passing the stylish
'Beaverbrooks' illuminations. This view was taken from the raised promenade walkway along New
South Promenade which made a superb vantage point for photographers..Andrew Waddington

Car 718 rounds the curve towards Starr Gate, approaching the new welcome arch and passing the
go-kart track. Later that evening, this tram operated the last normal service departure from Starr
Gate loop before upgrade work commenced..Andrew Waddington

In recent years the giant mirrorball at Harrowside has become a novel backdrop for tram photos.
During the 'So Long, Starr Gate' tour on 6th September, the opportunity to pose Standard 147
alongside it whilst heading north was too much to resist, as shown here. Tony Waddington

Our final Starr Gate scene just had to be 147 again! This time the tram is seen at Starr Gate posed
next to the illuminated archway erected last autumn. At this point in the tour, 147's driver kindly
wound the front destination blind to show 'Starr Gate' to complete this historic image. Tony Waddington

Blackpool 167 Overhaul By Richard
Lomas and Jack Gordon

The first part of any overhaul is to remove the bogies from the tramcar. Here, Blackpool 167 is seen
during the lift process after it’s bogies have been removed. Richard Lomas

Here we see 167’s bogies before they were dismantled. On the left are three members of the Crich
Workshop team. Richard Lomas

Back down safe and sound. 167 has now been placed on a temporary set of bogies whilst it’s own
are refurbished. These allow it to be moved around the workshop if the need arises. Richard Lomas

Already stripped of their motors, the frames of167’s bogies are now removed using the overhead
crane, leaving the axles seperate from the frames so that both can be inspected. Jack Gordon

As part of it’s overhaul 167 will be having a complete repaint. Here we can see where the front dash
has been rubbed down for this to commence. Also note the difference in the shade of cream where
the numbers have been removed!. Richard Lomas

A kit of parts! 167’s motors, axles and axle boxes are lined up ready to be checked over and
overhaled. In the background can be seen the bogie frames. Richard Lomas

Focus...

4th October – Wirral Tram &
Bus Show

A fantastic gathering of vintage
vehicles, including various buses
from the Wirral area, will be on
static display and also offering
rides. There will also be an
enhanced service in operation on
the Birkenhead tramway, with up
to four trams running throughout
the day, and various trade stalls
located at Taylor Street depot.

31st October – Starlight
Halloween
This is your chance to see and
ride on some of the Crich tram
fleet in the dark, in very spooky
surroundings! Look out for all kinds
of creepy costumes and special
activities, as well as the novelty of
a night time tram ride to Glory
Mine - an experience that is not
to be missed! TM Editor Jack
Gordon is also due to be
conducting a tram during the
evening; so please say hello if you
decide to visit!
See more events on our website
at
http://www.tramwaysmonthly.com, or email us at
event@tramways-monthly.com to
get your event put in the
calendar!

Events...
Date
4th October
29th October

31st October/1st
November

Event
Wirral Tram & Bus
Show
Bangers, Mash
and Beer (Child soft drink) and
Tram Ride
SELNEC 40

31st October

Starlight
Halloween
31st October
Ride the
Halloween Tram of
Terror – If You Dare
th
th
7 /8 November Farewell to
Fleetwood
th
8 November
Leeds 50 Years
since closure
nd
2 December
Colyton‟s
Christmas Fayre
th
th
5 /6
The Christmas
December
Cracker
13th/20th/23rd/24th Santa Specials
December
25th-27th June
EuroModel Tram
210
Festival

Location
Birkenhead
Tramway
Seaton Tramway

Manchester
Museum of
Transport
Crich Tramway
Village
Seaton Tramway

Blackpool
Tramway
Heaton Park
Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Manchester
Museum of
Transport
Seaton Tramway
Litomerice
Exhibition Grounds

We aim to be accurate with all details carried, however errors
may occur. We advise that you check before travelling to a
particular event.

Above: Two shots of the newly returned Tramlink 2534, still on the low loader that delivered it, outside the system‟s
Therapia Lane Depot. More about this can be read within the main news section. Both: Andrew Gray

And Finally...
A new feature in Tramways Monthly, “And Finally...” is the place
for all the sweepings up from the cutting room floor! Anything that
doesn’t really fit elsewhere in the magazine will appear here, and
we hope that it will spur on some rather “random” or “unusual”
information and photographs! Please enjoy!
Something a little bit different...
As reported elswhere this month, Centenary car 648 in Blackpool
has been fitted with an incorrectly sized blind on one of it‟s
destination boxes! British Trams Online webmaster Gareth Prior
got this photo of it in Fleetwood recently – apparently Blackpool
has a new stop called Pleasure! It is of course meant to say
“Pleasure Beach”, but the blind can only show half at a time.
I think most Enthusiasts would agree that this tram is probably as
far away from Pleasure as you can get! Can you come up with
a caption for this unusual photograph? Email your suggestions
into us at captions@tramways-monthly.com and we will publish
a selection in next month‟s Issue!

Jack Gordon

Gareth Prior

Pantograph 167’s current overhaul has
allowed a new embelishment to be made to
the south headlight, as pictured above!

Sparkling Clean!
Editor Jack doesn‟t always get to play trams when he visits Crich! Since Issue 8 was released he has been seen
getting covered in grease from underneath Pantograph 167, or, more recently, getting soaked through whilst
washing Chesterfield 7 and Sheffield 74! Here‟s a photo of each of the two trams after their wash...

Peter Whiteley

Peter Whiteley

Back Cover: Blackpool Open Balloon 706 is seen on one of the runs that it performed for BBC Radio 2 onthe 5 th
September. In the background can be seen the Tower, giving an imposing backdrop. Andrew Waddington

